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Business process: a collection of related events, activities, decisions that involve a number 
of actors and resources, and that collectively lead to an outcome that is of value to the 
organisation or its customers 
                   
Events correspond to things that happen automatically, meaning that they have no duration 
Activities are tasks or a series of tasks that need to be performed 
Decisions are points in time when a decision is made that affects the way the process 
executed or the path to be followed 
Actors can be human, organisations or software systems acting on behalf of human actors or 
organisations 
Resources can be physical objects (equipment, material, product, paper document) or 
immaterial objects (electronic documents or electronic records) 
  
Outcome can be positive (value-creating) or negative (value-reducing) 
Sometimes the outcome can be positive to the customer but not to the company 
  
BPM is a body of principles, methods and tools to design, analyse, execute and monitor 
business processes.   
  
Why is BPM important to organisation 
• Business processes designed to meet objectives, goals, strategies 
• Some may be slow, inefficient, redundant, unreliable 
• BPM focus on addressing those issues 
• A BPM program enables organisations to process more with high quality, less waste 

and less effort 
  
Efficiency 
• Implementing BPM -> increased efficiency 
• Waste due to manual effort, poor interdepartmental handoff and a general inability to 

effectively monitor overall progress 
• Help companies recognise and eliminate inefficiency to the benefit of their bottom-

line 
Effectiveness 
• Effectiveness are the ability to handle exception faster and better 
• Once a process become more efficient, BPM can then assist make that process more 

effective 
• When all processes are running effectively and are aligned with strategies and 

objectives, companies become more profitable and more competitive 
Agility 
• New opportunities may necessitate change in order to capitalise on them 
• New business pattern or customers may require change to accommodate a different 

way of doing business 
  
Process changes are undertaken to 
• Solve problems 
• Explore opportunities for improvements 
• Automate processes using software 
• Implement new information system 
• Create new processes 



• Changes in environment and organisations 
• Change people's behaviour 
• Provide executive tools to manage process-centered organisations 
• Increase agility 

  
BPM and projects objectives 
quality 
• Aligning added-value with the client's interests 
• Lowering the incidents of mistakes 

Costs 
• Avoidance of nonproductive activities 
• Optimise resources usage 

Time 
• Reduction of waiting times  
• Reduce delivery time 
• Time to market 

  
Difference between CPI and BPR 
Continuous process improvement 
• Does not put into question the current process structure 
• Seeks to identify issues and resolve them incrementally, one step at a   time and one 

fix at a time 
Business process re-engineering 
• Puts into question the fundamental assumptions and principles of the existing process 

structure 
• Aims to achieve breakthrough, for example by removing costly tasks that do not 

directly add value 
  
BPM Lifecycle 

1. Process identification (process architecture) 
2. Process discovery (as-is model) 
3. Process analysis (insights on weaknesses and their impact) 
• Qualitative analysis (value added analysis, root-cause analysis, issue register, pareto 

analysis, PICK chart analysis) 
• Quantitative analysis (flow analysis, queuing analysis, process simulation) 
4. Process redesign (to-be model) 
• Given the issues in the admission process identified before, what possible changes do 

you think could be made to this process to address these issues 
• Explain how would the changes address the issue you have identified 
5. Process implementations (execute process model) 
• May involve two complementary factors 

o Organisational change management 
o Process automation 

6. Process monitoring and controlling (conformance and performance insights) 
• Over time, the adjustment might be required because the implemented business 

process does not meet expectations 
• To this end, the process needs to be monitored and analysis ought to scrutinize the 

data collected by monitoring the process to identify needed adjustments to better 
control the execution of the process 

  
Signavio process editor 



• Advanced business process modeling and analysis tool 
• Featured rich and easy to use modeling tool 
• Generates process models, simulation, and analysis to understand, document, and 

deploy business processes better 
• Strong simulation capabilities that are based on modeled and actual data, allowing 

users to make informed decisions before final deployment 
• Collaborative cloud based - accessible from anywhere via internet and a browser 

  
1. Process identification (process architecture) 

Architecture is an organised arrangement of component elements to optimise the function, 
performance, feasibility, cost and aesthetics of the overall system 
• We need architecture to manage the complexities of today's organisations and the 

dynamic environment in which these companies operate 
• Information systems and technology are complex and there is a need for an overall 

architecture to achieve integration among systems 
  

Enterprise architecture 
• An integrated set of business and IT specifications, models and artifacts reflecting 

enterprise integration and standardisation requirements 
• A systematic approach to managing information and system assets 
• Defines the context for business integration of data, process, organisation and 

technology 
• Supports the alignment of enterprise resources with enterprise goals 

  
EA benefits  
• Enables integration of data, processes, technologies and efforts 
• Aligns IS with business strategy 
• Enables effective use and coordination of resources 
• Improves communication and understanding across the enterprise 
• Reduces the cost of managing the IT infrastructure 
• Guides business process improvement 
• Enables organisations to become agile and respond effectively to changes 
• Helps evaluate business risk, manage change and improve business accountability 

  
Process identification 
What? 
• Identify an organisation’s business processes (the most critical step) 
• Prioritise their management based on certain criteria (limited resources) 

Why? 
• Understand the organisation and how it operates 
• Maximise value of BPM projects 

How long? 
• Processes change over time (“dynamics of time”) 

o identification should be exploratory and iterative 
o improvement opportunities are time-constrained 

  
Process architecture 
• A set of activities aiming to systematically define the set of business processes of a 

company and establish clear criteria for prioritising them  


